9A - Massimo, IZ5LDD will be active as 9A/IZ5LDD from Losinj (EU-136) on 19-27 June. He will operate SSB and digital modes. QSL direct to home call. [TNX rsgbiota.org]

9M8 - Members of the Amateur Radio Club Sarawak, 9M8RC expect to be active from IOTA group OC-165 on 25-26 June. They plan to operate SSB and CW on 80-10 metres. [TNX 9W8WAT]

EA6 - EA3GLB, EA3NY, EA3QS and EA6SB will be active as EH6CI from Cabrera Island, Balearic Islands (EU-004) on 17-19 June. QSL via EA5KB (direct) or EA3NY (bureau).

EI - Martin G3ZAY, Dominic M0BLF and Tom M0TOC will be active as EJ/homecalls from the Aran Islands (EU-006) on 24-26 June, and from Inishbofin Island (EU-121) on 27-28 June. They will operate SSB and CW on the HF bands, but they will also check 6 metres. QSL to the operator's home call, direct or via bureau. [TNX G3ZAY]

FS - John, K9EL will be active as FS/K9EL from Saint Martin (NA-105) between 20 June and 3 July. "The first week will be limited due to family vacation, but the second week will be devoted to operating", he says. He will operate CW, SSB and some RTTY on 80-6 metres. QSL via home call and LoTW. He might also do some 6m operation from PJ7 "depending on demand and conditions". [TNX K9EL]

GJ - Members of the Bristol Contest Group will be active as GJ6YB/p from Jersey (EU-013) on 17-19 June. This is intended to be a 6m expedition, including participation in the IARU 50MHz Contest. QSL via G3SWH. [TNX NG3K]

GM - G0HIK, G3IZD, G3VUS and G7MRL will be active as GM0HIK (on 50, 70, 144 and 432 MHz) and GM3IZD (on the HF bands) from Islay (EU-008) from 25 June to 1 July. QSL via G0HIK and G3IZD respectively. [TNX rsgbiota.org]

I - Franco, IK4YCQ will be active holiday style as IH9/IK4YCQ from Pantelleria Island (AF-018) on 18-23 June. He will operate SSB on the HF bands. QSL via home call, bureau preferred. [TNX IK4YCQ]

J6 - Howard, WB4WXE will be active as J68HS from St. Lucia (NA-108) from 25 June to 15 July. He will concentrate on 6 metres and, when that band is quiet, on 12, 17, 40 and 160 metres. QSL via home call. [TXN The Daily DX]

KH0 - Look for AH0CE (JE3NRO), KH0/KC2ZSG (JA3AQW), KH0K (JE4SMQ), KH0UY (J03FRH), KH0XD (J03RKP) and WH0/WU2K (JA3TMM) to be active from Saipan (OC-086) on 24-26 June. They will operate CW, SSB and digital modes on 80-6 metres. QSL via their JA home calls, direct or bureau. [TXN The Daily DX]

PJ7 - W6JKV and K6MYC will be active as PJ76 (on 6 metres) and PJ7EME (on 2 and 6m EME) from Sint Maarten from 24 June to 4 July. [TXN The Daily DX]

SV - Special callsign SX0A will be in use between 25 June and 4 July
Special Olympics is an international organization dedicated to empowering individuals with intellectual disabilities to become physically fit, productive and respected members of society through sports training and competition. QSL via SV2GWY. Further information on this operating event can be found at http://sx0a.blogspot.com/

T6 - Eric, K9GY will be active as T6MO from Afghanistan "for a year at least". He is QRV during his spare time (according to The Daily DX, likely times could be 01.30-04.30 UTC, 06.30-08.30 UTC and 11.30-17.30 UTC) on 40-10 metres. No 30m operation is allowed. QSL via K9GY (direct) and LoTW.

VE - For the fourth year in a row, Sarah, NQ6K expects to be working on Devon Island (NA-009, VY0) for the Haughton Mars Project, and this time she intends being active on the HF bands from there. The field season is likely to run "from sometime around late June/early July through early to mid August", with amateur radio operations during a "roughly 2 week period". Updates are expected to be posted to http://findatlantis.com/wiki/index.php/Devon_Island_2011_DXpedition

W - Look for Yigal, K2EFG to be active portable from Fire Island (NA-026) on 18-23 June. He will be QRV on 40 and 20 metres. QSL via home call, direct or bureau. [TNX rgsbiota.org]

425 DX NEWS MAGAZINE ---> The May 2011 issue is now available for download at www.425dxn.org/monthly/index.html. [TNX IZ3EBA]

DAYTON PHOTO GALLERY ---> The Dayton Hamvention 2011 Photo Gallery (254 pictures collected by Tom, K8CX) can be found at http://hamgallery.com/dayton2011/.This is the 15th year for the Dayton Photo Galleries. You may submit your own Dayton photos to be included in this gallery (read the guidelines listed on the top of the page). [TNX K8CX]

+ SILENT KEYS + Pierre Pasteur (HB9QQ) passed away on 11 June at 80 years of age. "Pierre was a multi-faceted Ham who was not only a seasoned DXer", Peter HB9PL says, "but a highly regarded expert in VHF/UHF work and the 'magic band'. He was author of numerous technical papers and a book about VHF/UHF operating modes and techniques. Unforgettable were his VHF and EME expeditions to HB0, 8Q7, V51". Other recently reported Silent Keys include Dennis C. Morris (K4ZJ), Merlin D. Anderson (K8EFS), Mikhail A. Kudryashov (RA4CQ), Sergey K. Rostenko (RJ3AR), Douglas E. Westover (W6JD), Colin Hall (ZL3AFZ) and R. L. Pluck (ZL3PD).
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4F9HXB  DL5SDF  EG4SEO  EA4RKF  OZ1RDP  DL9BCP
4J3DF  RW6HS  EG4SEP  EA4RKF  P29CW  VK2IR
4J3M  DL7EDH  EG4SER  EA4RKF  P40LC  N1AFG
4JA3USA  JA3USA  EG4SES  EA4RKF  PA05FOX  PD1WAT
4L1FX  DJ1CW  EG5FUV  EA5KB  PG6N  PA7DA
4L2BM  K5BM  EGY7YI  EA7NL  PJE4  WOSD
4T100MP  OA40  EG8BL  EA8URL  PY6/PY1JR  PU1KGG
5H3EE  DL4ME  EH7EPC  EA7URM  R70BP  UA3YY
5K3R  HK3R  EK6TA  DJ0MCZ  RI1ANC  RN1ON
5R8AL  G38WH  EMOUBC  UR4UXD  RY6Y  N3SL
5R8FL  G38WH  EM7KAA/p  IK2DUM  S21RC  EB7DX
5R8UI  IZ8CCW  EM7MFF  US1MM  SD7SUB  SM7EYO
5T0JL  ON8RA  ER4WFF  ER1RR  SE5E  SM5AJV
5WISA  JH7OHF  EX1EPC  EX8AB  SN0DS  SP5ADX
5X1VJ  UV5EVJ  GB5OVE  G3VER  SN0WFO  SP5X
6M0W/5  HL5BMX  GX4KPT/p  M0DOL  SN10ISO  SP9KJU
7P8CC  EI7CC  H77REX  T14SU  SO5UM/1  RU5A
7Q7BP  G3MRC  HF25BPK  SP7PCZ  SV0XCC/9  LZ1YE
7Q2KK  JK1NRO  HF800Z  SP6CES  T48K  DK1WI
9K2KBB  9K2RA  HF90TPS  SP6J2P  T6MO  K9GY
9Q/DK3MO  DF9TA  HG200LST  HA5GY  TC47TFC  TA1CM
A41MX  EB7DX  HK4SAN  EA5KB  TM0SGF  F6KHS
A41OO  N15DX  HL88YL  DS1IYD  TM1EPC  F6ECI
A61AS  Y03FRI  IIZ2EBE  IQ2MI  TM2RHC  F4EUN
A61E  EB7DX  IIZ2GTO  IQ2MI  TM50JPL  F8F2C
A61TT  IZ8CLM  IIZ2LOM  IQ2LZ  TM5BBC  F2UW
A65CF  EA7FTR  IIZ3M  IIZ3DBA  UA0SR  W3HNK
AC2BF/KH2  JA10HP  IROJCM  IK0IXI  UQ40I  UN7IT
AJ2L/KH2  JI3QBO  IR1ITA  IK1SPR  UQ50L  UN7LZ
AP2TN  DJ92B  ISO/IT9HUV  IT9DQM  UR4KRY  UR9MC
AY5F  LU5FC  J48O  SV2FPUB  V25DD  K9UK
C6AKQ  N4BP  JI1FX/DU9  JF1LZQ  V25DR  W9DR
CE2/VE7SV  VE7WY  JW1EOA  LA1EOA  V25TP  W9AEB
CN82G  EA7FTR  KH10  JI6CNL  V47DA  DL1DA
CO00M  CO3JY  LY05EPC  LY3BY  VI40BOR  VK2BOR
CO2WF  N1KI  L2I1RF  L2IYE  VP2MT  KB4CRT
CP6XE  IK6SNR  L2IYEAC  L2IJB  VP2VY  VP2VQ
CR5CQK  CT1CQK  L220HR  L21YE  VR2KF  JH1OGX
D2CQ  CT1IUA  M0UHNL  M0URX  W2W  K3NEM
D9K  DS4NYE  MM/EA3NT  RX3RC  XE2S  WD9EWK
DW8BXU  JF1LZQ  MM/EA3OR  RX3RC  YB0AKM  EA7FTR
E51CGJ  IV3CGJ  MM/EA5KA  RX3RC  YB8RW  YB9BU
EE5BZR  EC5BZR  MM/IE6DX  RX3RC  YN2GA  W5GAI
EE5CYI  EC5CYI  MM/F4BKV  RX3RC  YN2MJ  W5MJ
EE5DM  EA5DM  MM/I27ATN  RX3RC  YN2PR  W5PR
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